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Status
 Closed

Subject
Duplicate entire structure for translation

Version
1.9.x

Category
Feature request

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)
Wiki Structure (book & table of content)

Resolution status
Won't Fix

Submitted by
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties

Volunteered to solve
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
     (0) 

Description
For translation, I would like a way to duplicate an entire structure, and have Tiki automatically build
the translation relationships between wiki pages.

For example, consider that I have the following structure in English

Structure Name
Page Foo
..Page Bar
..Page Alpha

Now I want to translate the structure to Spanish. I want Tiki to create (automatically):

Structure Name, sp
Page Foo, sp
..Page Bar, sp
..Page Alpha, ap

AND create the translation relationships between the specific pages (for example from "Page Foo"
to "Page Foo, sp"

Solution

https://dev.tiki.org/item1311-Duplicate-entire-structure-for-translation
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Structures are now multilingual, without duplication

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
1311

Created
Monday 13 August, 2007 20:19:57 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Tuesday 16 December, 2008 23:18:44 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 13 Aug 07 20:55 GMT-0000

The real case scenario (as we have on doc.tikiwiki.org) is that not all pages are translated.

So the structure should fall back to another language when a page is not available.

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 13 Aug 07 21:06 GMT-0000

I want to pre-build all the necessary pages (even if they are blank to begin with). If a page to be created
from the structure does not already exist, maybe tiki could populate it with "dummy" text, indicating
that a translation is not yet available.

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 22 Aug 07 20:17 GMT-0000

Maybe this isn't needed. I wonder if the "use best language" option could work here. I envision a single
structure. For example:

A > B > C --> D (all in English)

X is a Spanish translation of B
Y is a French translation of B

https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user6399
https://dev.tiki.org/user6399
https://dev.tiki.org/user6399
https://dev.tiki.org/user6399
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Z is a French translation of C

If language = ES, the structure would be:
A > X > C --> D

If language = FR, the structure would be:
A > Y > Z --> D

Any way that Tiki could handle this automatically?

Marc Laporte 10 Mar 08 15:00 GMT-0000

Louis-Philippe Huberdeau has started work on Multilingual structures for wiki-translation.com in 1.10

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item1311-Duplicate-entire-structure-for-translation
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